
Christians do sometimes speak about spiritual disciplines, with good reason.
Christians are in a sort of race, not to beat others, because heaven is available to all
who confess Christ, but to win God’s prize, that reward for which God calls
Christians heavenward. When God is your audience, your cheerleader, judge, and
reward, why not do your best? The apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 9:24-26 described
Christian disciplines using that same analogy of running a race to win the prize. No
runner in an ordinary race, Paul wrote there, competes without training. If
Christians run the race for a prize that lasts forever, rather than a runner’s temporary
prize, then shouldn’t Christians also train?

Paul thus explained in the same passage that he doesn’t just run around aimlessly
but instead controls himself, striking his body to make it his slave, so that he
qualifies for the prize. Paul was not writing about physical training but spiritual
training, spiritual disciplines. Paul wrote similarly in Romans 12:1 that Christians
are to make their bodies a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God. The concept of
a discipline thus suggests repeated practice, even to the point of custom or habit.
Some say that faith is like a muscle that one must exercise to build it up. The
greater and more-consistent use of faith, the stronger the faith. Discipline
strengthens faith through repeated and ever-greater use.

The Bible makes clear in many places that God disciplines his children, with
hardships and rebukes, painfully at the time, as Hebrews 12:4-12 articulates at some
length. The result, though, is stronger faith. The writer ends the Hebrews passage
just cited, saying thus to strengthen your feeble arms and weak knees. The
discipline of God, though, differs from the spiritual disciplines. God’s discipline
comes through hardship, rebuke, or correction from without, perhaps by a prophet
or parent, or in battle with an enemy. Yet Christians also practice spiritual
self-discipline from within. Indeed, shouldn’t we prefer to discipline ourselves than
to have God bring rebuke on us? Self-discipline is that to which Christians refer
when they speak of spiritual training and disciplines.

For instance, in addition to Paul’s passage about running the race, in 1 Corinthians
9:24-26 discussed above, Paul wrote in Colossians 2:5 that he delighted to see how
disciplined and firm in the faith the church’s members were. He only wanted them
to continue to live rooted and built up in Christ, exercising such self-discipline.



Titus 1:8 similarly records that church leaders must be self-controlled, upright, holy,
and disciplined, if they are to set examples in righteousness. Indeed, Paul wrote in 1
Timothy 4:7 that the purpose of self-discipline is godliness. Significantly, Paul also
identified in 2 Timothy 1:7 the source of this self-discipline, in God’s Spirit who
gives us the power and love, along with the self-discipline. We do not strive in
ourselves so much as receive the power of the Holy Spirit to do as God desires to
strengthen our faith.

What then, are these spiritual practices, these disciplines? Disciplines or practices
are things that one does, things generally that others can observe if present. They
are actions, not thoughts. Some are corporate, others individual. The Bible
illustrates them all, too. So, for instance, Christians are certainly to pray, both alone
and with others, as a prime discipline, seen repeatedly throughout the Bible. Indeed,
Christians are to pray without ceasing, as 1 Thessalonians 5:17 states. Christians are
to be constant in prayer, Romans 12:12 puts it. In everything, Christians are to let
God know their requests, Philippians 4:6 adds. Fasting is a discipline related to
prayer, especially when, as Jesus instructed in Matthew 6:16-18, done secretly for
only the Father to see.

Christians are also to study God’s word, as 2 Timothy 3:16-17 puts it, for training in
righteousness. The same passage states that scripture study makes a person
complete, equipped for every good work. Psalm 1:1-2 indicates that meditating on
God’s word day and night, continuously pondering it, turning it over in one’s mind,
leads to God’s blessing. Thankfulness is another spiritual discipline. Christians
foster an attitude of gratitude. Indeed, 1 Thessalonians 5:18 states that Christians
are to give thanks in all circumstances, not just the good times but the hard times,
too, as God’s will for us in Christ Jesus.

Christians are also to give as another spiritual discipline, putting something aside
for the church on the first day of every week, as 1 Corinthians 16:2 directs.
Christians are to give bountifully and cheerfully, 2 Corinthians 9:6-8 adds. Jesus
said in Luke 6:38 that when we give generously, God gives back in overflow.
Giving takes discipline but produces a joyful generosity and stronger faith.
Christians are also to serve as a discipline, to be servant-like in attitude toward



others, indeed, to be a slave to all if hoping to lead, as Mark 10:43-44 records Jesus
saying. We are to use God’s gifts to serve others, 1 Peter 4:10 repeats.

Christians enjoy exercising these spiritual disciplines or practices. They turn them
into true disciplines, daily or even constant habits. Importantly, though, the
disciplines are not ends to pursue in themselves but instead are simply means.
Christians do not earn their way into God’s grace through special disciplines. God’s
grace is just that, grace, given rather than merited or earned. Spiritual disciplines are
good only as far as they strengthen one’s faith. They are not good when the person
practicing them does so out of pride or for accomplishment. Respect the Christian
who practices spiritual disciplines, but beware the Christian who only talks and
boasts.


